We introduce an automatic system that achieves state-of-the-art results on the Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC), a common sense reasoning task that requires diverse, complex forms of inference and knowledge. Our method uses a knowledge hunting module to gather text from the web, which serves as evidence for candidate problem resolutions. Given an input problem, our system generates relevant queries to send to a search engine, then extracts and classifies knowledge from the returned results and weighs them to make a resolution. Our approach improves F1 performance on the full WSC by 0.21 over the previous best and represents the first system to exceed 0.5 F1. We further demonstrate that the approach is competitive on the Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) task, which suggests that it is generally applicable.
Introduction
The importance of common-sense reasoning in natural language processing, particularly for syntactic and semantic disambiguation, has long been recognized. Almost 30 years ago, Dahlgren et al. (1989) proposed systems that use common sense to disambiguate parse trees, word senses, and quantifier scope. Although the resolution of certain ambiguities depends chiefly on linguistic patterns (e.g., the number and gender of an antecedent for pronoun disambiguation), many cases depend on world knowledge, shared points of reference, and an understanding of what is plausibleconcepts often grouped under the term "common sense."
Various tasks have been devised to test common-sense reasoning in automatic systems. Two of the most popular are the Winograd Schema Challenge (WSC) (Levesque et al., 2011) and the Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) (Roemmele et al., 2011) . Both require a system to assess the relative plausibility of two scenarios.
WSC problems are short passages containing a target pronoun that must be correctly resolved to one of two possible antecedents. They come in pairs which differ slightly and result in adverse correct resolutions. As an example:
(1) a. Jim yelled at Kevin because he was so upset. (Answer: Jim) b. Jim comforted Kevin because he was so upset. (Answer: Kevin)
WSC problem pairs ("twins," using the terminology of Hirst (1988) ) are carefully controlled such that heuristics involving syntactic salience, the number and gender of the antecedent, or other simple syntactic and semantic cues are ineffective. This distinguishes the task from the standard coreference resolution problem. Performant systems must make common sense inferences; i.e., that someone who yells is likely to be upset, and that someone who is upset tends to be comforted. Additional examples are shown in Table 1 . WSC problems are simple for people to solve (human participants in one study performed at 92% accuracy (Bender, 2015) ) but difficult for automatic systems. This is because common sense reasoning encompasses many types of reasoning (causal, spatio-temporal, etc.) and requires a wide breadth of knowledge.
COPA is a related task that tests a system's ability to recognize causality (Roemmele et al., 2011) . Each instance comprises a premise and two candidate causes or effects, where the correct choice is the candidate that is more plausible.
Previous approaches to common sense reasoning, for instance based on logical formalisms (Bailey et al., 2015) or deep neural models (Liu et al., 2016) , have solved only restricted subsets of the WSC with high precision. They 1 a) The man couldn't lift his son because he was so weak. (Answer: the man) 1 b) The man couldn't lift his son because he was so heavy. (Answer: son) 2 a) The older students were bullying the younger ones, so we punished them. (Answer: the older students) 2 b) The older students were bullying the younger ones, so we rescued them. have been tailored for manually selected subsets that demand a specific type of reasoning (Sharma et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016) . Others have developed systems for relaxed common sense datasets with looser constraints (Rahman and Ng, 2012; Peng et al., 2015; Kruengkrai et al., 2014) . In parallel, more general work on common sense reasoning aims to develop a repository of common knowledge using semi-automatic methods (e.g., Cyc (Lenat, 1995) and ConceptNet (Liu and Singh, 2004) ). However, such knowledge bases are necessarily incomplete.
In this work, we propose a general method to resolve common sense problems like WSC and COPA. Contrary to previous work, we aim to solve all problem instances rather than a restricted subset. Our method is based on on-the-fly knowledge hunting and operates in four stages. First, it parses an input problem into a representation schema. Next it generates search queries from the populated schema. It sends these to a search engine, and the next stage parses and filters the results. Finally, it classifies and weighs the results as evidence for respective candidate resolutions.
Our approach arises from the hypothesis that there is too much common sense to encode it all statically; e.g., within a knowledge base or a neural model (using existing techniques). Even modern NLP corpora composed of billions of words are unlikely to offer good coverage of common sense, or if they do, instances of specific knowledge are likely to be "long-tailed" and difficult for statistical systems to model effectively. Information retrieval (IR) techniques can sidestep these issues by returning targeted results and by using the entire indexed internet as a knowledge source. Scenarios that appear in natural text can offer implicit or explicit evidence for the plausibility of related scenarios in common sense problems. To solve (1a), the following search result contains the relevant knowledge without the original ambiguity:
(2) I got really upset with her and I started to yell at her because...
Here, the same entity, I, is the subject of both upset and yell at, which is strong evidence for resolving the original statement. This information can be extracted from a syntactic parse of the retrieved passage with standard NLP tools. As we will demonstrate experimentally, our knowledge hunting approach achieves an F1 score of 0.51 on the WSC, improving significantly over the previous state-of-the-art (0.3 F1). When tested on the similar COPA task, a simplified knowledge hunting system performs competitively with the previous best. To our knowledge, this is the first method that tackles multiple common sense tasks with strong performance on each. Thus, knowledge-hunting embodies some of the general capabilities that we desire of automatic systems for common sense reasoning. 1
Related Work
There is increasing interest in using IR approaches to address difficult coreference problems. For example, a recent system (Rahman and Ng, 2012) uses web query information to retrieve evidence for the coreference decision in a Winograd-like corpus. Other systems (Kobdani et al., 2011; Ratinov and Roth, 2012; Bansal and Klein, 2012; Zheng et al., 2013; Peng et al., 2015; Sharma et al., 2015) rely on similar techniques, i.e., using search-query counts or co-occurrence statistics and word alignment methods to relate antecedents with pronouns.
Most recent approaches have tackled the Winograd problem by simplifying it in one of two ways. First, systems have been developed exclusively for Rahman and Ng's expanded Winograd-like corpus. These include Rahman and Ng (2012) 's system itself, achieving 73% accuracy, and Peng et al. (2015) 's system (76%). Kruengkrai et al. (2014) use sentence alignment of web query snippets to achieve 70% accuracy on a subset of the expanded corpus. Many instances in this corpus can be resolved using associations between candidate antecedents and the query predicate. For example, "Lions eat zebras because they are predators." Many of the above systems simply query "Lions are predators" versus "zebras are predators" to make a resolution decision. This exploitation is often the top contributor to such systems' overall accuracy (Rahman and Ng, 2012) , but fails to apply in the majority (if not all) of the original Winograd instances. 2 Our work alleviates this issue by generating search queries that are based exclusively on the predicates of the Winograd instance, not the antecedents, and by considering the strength of the evidence.
Other systems do tackle the original, more difficult Winograd instances, but only a small, author-selected subset. The selection is based often on knowledge-type constraints. Sharma et al. (2015) 's knowledge-hunting module focused on a subset of 71 instances that exhibit causal relationships; Liu et al. (2016) 's neural association model focused on a similar causal subset of 70 instances, for which events were extracted manually; and finally, a recent system by Huang and Luo (2017) focused on 49 instances. While these approaches demonstrate that difficult coreference problems can be resolved when they adhere to certain knowledge or structural constraints, they may fail to generalize to other settings. This factor often goes unnoticed when systems are compared only in terms of precision; accordingly, we use an F1-driven comparison that does not enable precision boosting at the cost of recall.
Concurrently with our work, Trinh and Le (2018) introduced a system composed of 14 ensembled language models, pre-trained in an unsupervised manner, that achieves up to 63.7% accuracy on the Winograd Schema Challenge. Compared to our approach, their method requires training multiple language models with vast amounts of data, which is much more expensive.
Other Common-sense Tasks: There are various other Turing-test alternatives that directly or indirectly assess common-sense reasoning. These include Pronoun Disambiguation Prob-lems (more generalized, Winograd-like passages without the twist of a special word or twin) (Morgenstern et al., 2016) , the Narrative cloze task (Taylor, 1953) , or its more difficult counterpart, the NarrativeQA Reading Comprehension Challenge (Kočiskỳ et al., 2017) .
The COPA task was proposed by Roemmele et al. (2011) , who also measured the performance of several systems. The most successful used Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) statistics (Church and Hanks, 1990) between words in the premise and each alternative obtained from a large text corpus (as an implicit way to estimate causal association). More recent work showed that applying the same PMI-based technique on a corpus of stories yields better results . The current stateof-the-art approaches leverage co-occurrence statistics extracted using causal cues (Luo et al., 2016; Sasaki et al., 2017) .
Extended Work: Previously, Emami et al. (2018) proposed a similar knowledge hunting framework to tackle the Winograd Schema Challenge. This work modifies and extends their approach. Our modifications include a query-filtering step and various other tweaks that improve results by 0.05 F1 for our best model. In addition, we added further experiments and an ablation study that explores the performance of different model components. Finally, we adapted our method to a new dataset, COPA, on which we achieve respectable results. Accordingly, we change the general takeaway of the previous work from a method with strong performance on a single dataset to one that generalizes and performs well on various tasks.
Knowledge Hunting Framework
Our framework takes as input a problem instance and processes it through four stages to make a final coreference decision. First, it fits the instance to a semantic representation schema. Second, it generates a set of queries that capture the predicates in the instance's clauses and sends these to a search engine, which retrieves text snippets that closely match the schema. The returned snippets are then parsed and filtered. Finally, the snippets are resolved to their respective antecedents and the results are mapped to a best guess for the original instance's resolution. We detail these stages below, grounding our description in Winograd instances.
Semantic Representation Schema
The first step is to perform a partial parse of each instance into a shallow semantic representation; that is, a general skeleton of each of the important semantic components in the order that they appear. This is performed using rules related to the syntactic parse of the sentence determined by Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) .
In general, Winograd instances can be separated into a context clause, which introduces the two competing antecedents, and a query clause, which contains the target pronoun to be resolved. We use the following notation to define the components in our representation schema:
the candidate antecedents P red C the context predicate + discourse connective P the target pronoun P red Q the query predicate E 1 and E 2 are noun phrases in the sentence. In the WSC, these two are specified without ambiguity. P red C is the context predicate composed of the verb phrase that relates both antecedents to some event. The context contains E 1 , E 2 , and the context predicate P red C . The context and the query clauses are often connected by a discourse connective +. The query contains the target pronoun, P , which is also specified unambiguously. In addition, preceding or succeeding P is the query predicate, P red Q , a verb phrase involving the target pronoun. Table 2 shows sentence pairs in terms of each of these components.
Query Generation
Based on the parse, the system generates queries to send to a search engine. The goal is to retrieve text snippets that resemble the original instance. Queries are of the form: +T erm C +T erm Q −"Winograd"−E 1 We assume that the search queries are composed of two components, T erm C and T erm Q , which are strings that represent the events occurring in the first (context) and second (query) clause of the sentence, respectively. By excluding search results that may contain Winograd or E 1 , we ensure that we do not cheat by retrieving some rewording of the original Winograd instance.
The next task is to construct two query sets, C and Q, whose elements are possible entries for T erm C and T erm Q , respectively. We identify the root verbs in the context and query clauses, along with any modifying adjective, using the dependency parse of the sentence determined by Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) . We add the root verbs and adjectives into the sets C and Q along with their broader verb phrases (again identified directly using the dependency tree).
Augmenting the query set with WordNet We use WordNet (Kilgarriff, 2000) to construct an augmented query set that contains synonyms for the verbs and adjectives involved in a representation. In particular, we include the synonyms listed for the top synset of the same part of speech as the extracted verb or adjective.
Query filtering Automated query generation sometimes yields terms that are irrelevant to the disambiguation task. This can add noise to the results.
To address this, we implement a semantic similarity algorithm that filters root verbs and modifying adjectives from the query sets according to their relevance to other terms. We estimate relative relevance using WuPalmer (Wu and Palmer, 1994 ) similarity scores from WordNet and filter as follows. For each passage, the semantic filter (i) computes similarity scores for every possible combination of {T erm C , T erm Q } (if both T erm C and T erm Q are single words); (ii) determines the maximum similarity score s; and (iii) discards any term whose highest similarity score from step (i) is less than αs, where 0 < α < 1. We tune α, a hyperparameter, on Rahman and Ng's expanded corpus (Rahman and Ng, 2012) .
We hypothesize that terms in the query and context clauses more pertinent to the task have higher mutual similarity scores than irrelevant terms. To illustrate this, consider the query sets generated for Example 2a, Table 1 : {"bullying", "younger", "older"} and {"punished"}. Applying the semantic filter yields the new sets {"bullying"} and {"punished"}, where the irrelevant terms younger and older have been removed.
Manual query construction
To understand the impact of the query generation step, we also manually produced representations for all Winograd in- Sentence: The trophy doesn't fit into the brown suitcase because it is too large.
Query Generation Method C Q Automatic {"doesn't fit into", "brown", "fit" } {"large", "is too large"} Automatic, with synonyms {"doesn't fit into", "brown", "accommodate", "fit", "suit" } {"large", "big", "is too large" } Manual {"doesn't fit into", "fit into","doesn't fit" } {"is too large", "too large", "large" } Table 3 : Query generation techniques on an example Winograd sentences stances. We limited the size of these sets to five to prevent a blowing-up of search space during knowledge extraction. In Table 3 , we show examples of generated queries for C and Q using the various techniques.
Parsing the Search Results
From the search results, we obtain a set of text snippets that we filter for similarity to the original problem instance. First, T erm C and T erm Q are restricted to occur in the same snippet, but are allowed to occur in any order. We filter the passed sentences further to ensure that they contain at least two entities that corefer. These may be structured as follows:
We call these evidence sentences. They exhibit a structure similar to the corresponding Winograd instance, but with different entities and event order. P red ′ C and P red ′ Q (resulting from the queries T erm C and T erm Q , resp.) should be similar if not identical to P red C and P red Q from the Winograd sentence. However, E ′ 1 , E ′ 2 , and E ′ 3 may not have the same semantic type, potentially simplifying their coreference resolution. A sentence for which E ′ 3 refers to E ′ 1 is subsequently labelled evidence-agent, and one for which E ′ 3 refers to E ′ 2 , evidence-patient. The exception to this rule is when an event occurs in the passive voice (e.g., was called), which reverses the conventional order of the agent and patient. Another exception is in the case of causative alternation, where a verb can be used both transitively and intransitively. The latter case can also reverse the conventional order of the agent and patient (e.g., he opened the door versus the door opened).
As an example of coreference simplification, a valid evidence sentence is: He tried to call her but she wasn't available. Here, the sentence can be resolved on the basis of the gender of the antecedents; E ′ 3 (the pronoun she) refers to the patient, E ′ 2 . Accordingly, the sentence is considered an evidence-patient.
Antecedent Selection
We collect and reason about the set of retrieved sentences using a selection process that (i) resolves E ′ 3 to either E ′ 1 or E ′ 2 using CoreNLP's coreference resolution module (rendering them evidence-agent or evidence-patient); and (ii) uses both the count and individual features of the evidence sentences to resolve the original Winograd instance. For example, the more similar evidenceagents there are for the sentence Paul tried to call George on the phone, but he wasn't successful, the more likely it is that the process would guess Paul, the agent, to be the correct referent of the target pronoun.
To map each sentence to either an evidenceagent or evidence-patient, we developed a rulebased algorithm that uses the syntactic parse of an input sentence. This algorithm outputs an evidence label along with a list of features. The features indicate: which two entities co-refer according to Stanford CoreNLP's resolver, and to which category of E ′ 1 , E ′ 2 , or E ′ 3 each belong; the token length of the sentence's search terms, T erm C and T erm Q ; the order of the sentence's search terms; whether the sentence is in active or passive voice; and whether or not the verb is causative alternating. Some of these features are straightforward to extract (like token length and order, and coreferring entities given by CoreNLP), while others require various heuristics. To map each coreferring entity in the snippet to E ′ 1 , E ′ 2 , or E ′ 3 (corresponding loosely to context subject, context object, and query entity, respectively), we consider their position relative to the predicates in the original Winograd instance. That is, E ′ 1 precedes T erm C , E ′ 2 succeeds T erm C , and E ′ 3 may precede or succeed T erm Q depending on the Winograd instance. To determine the voice, we use a list of auxiliary verbs and verb phrases (e.g., was, had been, is, are being) that switch the voice from active to passive (e.g., "they are being bullied" vs "they bullied") whenever one of these precedes T erm C or T erm Q (if they are verbs). Similarly, to identify causative alternation, we use a list of causative alternating verbs (e.g., break, open, shut) to identify the phenomenon whenever T erm C or T erm Q is used intransitively.
These features determine the evidence label, evidence-agent (EA) or evidence-patient (EP), according to the following rules: (2), (4), and (5) account for the passive and causative constructions, which alter the mapping from syntactic role to semantic role.
In addition to determining the evidence label, the features are used in a heuristic that generates scores (called strengths) for each evidence sentence:
Str(e) = LenScore(e) + OrderScore(e)
As an example of scoring for an actual snippet, let us consider "She tried to call for him and then search for him herself, but wasn't successful," returned for T erm C =tried to call, and T erm Q =wasn't successful.
Here, both T erm Q and T erm C are multi-word search terms, and T erm C precedes T erm Q as in the original Winograd sentence. Its overall evidence strength is 4, the highest possible score. On the other hand, for the retrieved snippet "Has your husband tried Sudafed and was it successful?" for T erm Q =tried, and T erm C =successful, the evidence strength would be 3. We designed the scoring system to capture the structural similarity of a snippet to its corresponding Winograd instance. We observed that a greater quantity of snippets can be retrieved for less specific search terms, but with increasing noise; we sought to account for this with the features described above. Note also that our use of the word features is intentional. While the weights assigned for the length and order scores could be optimized, as parameters, we consider it inappropriate to do so on the WSC since it is widely used as a test set. We set these weights according to our best guess and validated our choices through experiments on the set of Winograd-like sentences provided in Rahman and Ng (2012) .
We run the above four processes on all snippets retrieved for the input Winograd instance. The sum of strengths for the evidence-agents is finally compared to that of the evidence-patients to make the resolution decision.
Experiments and Results
We tested several versions of our framework on the original 273 Winograd sentences (135 pairs and one triple). These vary in the method of query generation: automatic vs. automatic with synonyms vs. manual. We compared these systems with previous work on the basis of Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1.
We used Stanford CoreNLP's coreference resolver (Raghunathan et al., 2010) during query generation to identify the predicates from the syntactic parse, as well as during antecedent selection to retrieve the coreference chain of a candidate evidence sentence. Python's Selenium package was used for web-scraping and Bing-USA and Google (top two pages per result) were the search engines. The search results comprise a list of document snippets that contain the queries (for example, "yelled at" and "upset"). We extract the sentence/s within each snippet that contain the query terms, with the added restriction that the terms should be within 70 characters of each other to encourage relevance. Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and F1 of our framework's variants: automatically generated queries (AGQ), automatically generated queries with synonyms (AGQS), and manually generated queries (MGQ). We test the automatic systems with (+F) and without the semantic similarity filter. We compare these to the systems of Sharma et al. (2015) (S2015) and Liu et al. (2017) (L2017). The system developed by Liu et al. (2017) uses elements extracted manually from the problem instances, so is most closely comparable to our MGQ method. Our best automated framework, AGQS+F, outperforms S2015 by 0.21 F1, achieving much higher recall (0.44 vs 0.18). Our results show that the framework with manually generated queries (MGQ) performs better than its automatic counterpart, AGQ, with an F1 of 0.50. AGQS+F slightly outperforms MGQ despite being fully automatic.
The power of our approach lies in its generality, i.e., its improved coverage of the problem set. It produces an answer for over 70% of instances. This surpasses previous methods, which only admit specific instance types, by nearly 50%.
The random baseline on this binary task achieves a P/R/F1 of 0.5. We can artificially raise the F1 performance of all systems above 0.5 by randomly guessing an answer in cases where the system makes no decision. For AGQS+F, for example, if we take a random decision on the cases (74) with no retrieved evidence, we get an accuracy of 57.1%. However, we think it is important that systems are compared transparently based on which instances they admit and when they are capable of making a prediction.
Error Analysis
To get a sense of the performance of our heuristics in classifying evidence sentences in the antecedent selection step, we manually labelled sentences retrieved by the AGQS system for 40 Winograd instances. The categories are evidenceagent, evidence-patient, or neither (insufficient evidence). This amounts to a total of 876 evidence sentences. We compared these labels to those assigned by our system. In total, 703 of the 876 evidence sentences were labelled correctly (81%). Of the 173 incorrect cases, 110 were marked as insufficient evidence. Our system is forced to label these as agent or patient.
Evidence sentences were insufficient for a variety of reasons. Most frequently, they were structurally incomplete or grammatically incorrect, despite passing as valid through CoreNLP and our initial coreference heuristics. In general, our coreference heuristics filter strongly: over all Winograd instances, they filter a total of 50,110 retrieved sentences down to only 3,097 (0.0617 acceptance rate). As for the 63 cases of sufficient evidence sentences that were labelled incorrectly, the issue was either errors in the coreference information from the CoreNLP pipeline or errors in our heuristics for reasoning about the coreference information. We show examples of these various sources of error in supplementary Table S1 . At any rate, the corrected labels (with the 110 insufficient evidence removed and the 63 cases corrected) did not result in a shift in any of the 40 coreference decisions.
In Table 5 , we show a sample resolution that our system makes on a problem instance, 3 including some evidence that was retrieved and labelled automatically and the evidence strengths that led to the resolution. These examples reveal that, indeed, general knowledge of what is plausible appears in natural text. Our system successfully leverages this knowledge for common sense reasoning.
WSC Instance:
The man couldn't lift his son because he was so weak. Answer: the man (Agent) Evidence and labels: "However I was so weak that I couldn't lift" → EA (query terms in bold) "She was so weak she couldn't lift" → EA "I could not stand without falling immediately and I was so weak that I couldn't lift" We also include an example evidence snippet that yields a "misleading" label. Generally, sources of misleading snippets include incomplete or imprecise query generation (e.g. in Table 5 , querying only "lift" instead of "couldn't lift"), errors in the automatic parsing of sentences (e.g., in supplementary Table S1 .1.b, "lift" is incorrectly labelled as a verb via the parse tree, despite being a noun), and insufficient filtering of noisy sentences that are not relevant to the problem instance or are incomplete (e.g. in supplementary Table S1 .2.b, the sentence is incomplete and indicates a misleading resolution).
Generalization to COPA
To investigate the generality of our knowledgehunting approach, we adapted it to the Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA). We evaluated our basic automatic models that did not use the semantic similarity filter for this check.
COPA has a slightly different form that necessitates some modifications. As an example, (3) The climbers reached the peak of the mountain. What happened as a result? a. They encountered an avalanche. b. They congratulated each other.
During query generation, as before, the set C contains terms extracted from the context sentence. Instead of a single set Q as in the WSC, we generate two query sets Q 1 and Q 2 , that contain terms extracted for the first and second candidate sentences. Because entities in the candidate sentences can contribute to the answer (unlike in the WSC), we modified the query generation rules to extract more than just predicates. Specifically, the extraction procedure uses the syntactic parse tree of the phrase to back-off from extracting the clause containing the subject and verb phrase, to only the verb phrase, to only the verbs or adjectives that are rooted in the verb phrase. For the running example, our system generates these three sets:
C={"The climbers reached the peak", "reached the peak", "reached"}, Q 1 ={"They encountered an avalanche", "encountered an avalanche", "encountered"}, and Q 2 ={"They congratulated each other", "congratulated each other", "congratulated"}. We query the web for sentences that contain terms in (C, Q 1 ) and (C, Q 2 ), with one added restriction: for problem instances in which the relation is cause, the system only extracts sentences in which T erm C precedes T erm Q 1 or T erm Q 2 ; when the relation is result (as in our running example), T erm C succeeds T erm Q 1 or T erm Q 2 . As for the WSC, the final decision is determined from the evidence snippets according to their strengths. We tuned the system's evidence-scoring heuristics on COPA's 500 validation instances. In Table 6, we compare our system's performance on the 500 test instances to previous work on the basis of precision (which in the full-coverage case equates to accuracy). Our simpler AGQ method achieves 66.2% accuracy, which is respectable, although not state-of-the-art. As indicated by the lower performance of AGQS, synonyms from WordNet did not improve performance on COPA. Without the semantic-similarity filtering, synonyms may add noise to the retrieved results. It has also been shown that multiword expressions are prevalent and important for COPA (Sasaki et al., 2017) , which we have not specifically attempted to handle with our method. We believe that this is a promising direction of improvement for our approach in future work.
Conclusion
We developed a knowledge-hunting framework to tackle the Winograd Schema Challenge, a task that requires common-sense knowledge and reasoning. Our system involves a semantic representation schema and an antecedent selection process that acts on web-search results. We evaluated the performance of our framework on the original set of WSC instances, achieving F1-performance that significantly exceeded the previous state-ofthe-art. A simple port of our approach to COPA suggests that it has the potential to generalize. In the future we will study how this commonsense reasoning technique can contribute to solving "edge cases" and difficult examples in more general coreference tasks.
